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Introduction
 Review

There are 22 letters in the hebrew alphabet, but 
some of them have alternate forms. 
review each of these characters by saying its 
name and its sound.

  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

  .6

Vowel Review
Practice these vowels.

  .7

  .8

  .9

Practice these vowels in some easy words.

  .�0

  .��

  .�2

Big Practice
Practice these words in order by saying the name of the initial letter and then the word.

  .�3

  .�4

  .�5

  .�6

  .�7
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Final Letters
There are five hebrew letters that have a different form when they are at the end of a word. This different 
form is called , or ending. do you remember what sound each of these  makes?

and,,,,
Practice these words that end with a  letter. But be careful! Sometimes the  letter might 
have a vowel! 

   .�

   .2

   .3

   .4

   .5

The Dagesh
A. Name these hebrew letters:  
B. The dot found inside , , and is called a dagesh. What does the dagesh do to these letters?

C. The dagesh can also be found in most other hebrew letters, but in these letters it doesn’t change 
the way each letter is pronounced. It changes the grammar of the word, but not really the sound.

 Circle the letter whose sound is changed by the dagesh.

                                                                   
d. Now practice some words with a dagesh.

                                      .6

                                      .7

rules
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Sound-Alike Letters
Practice these words that sound alike, but are not alike. Be very careful. 

  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

  .6

  .7

  .8

  .�6  .9

  .�7  .�0

  .�8  .��

  .�9  .�2

  .20  .�3

  .23  .2�  .�4

  .24  .22  .�5

Non-Identical 
Twins

Practice these words and 
sounds that look alike, 
but are not alike. Be very 
careful. 

look-alikes

 and 

 and 

 and 

 and 

sound-alikes
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The  is a string of  that 
are linked together to form the heart 

of the morning, afternoon, evening, and 
extra () services. During the week the 
 is made up of nineteen . On 
Shabbat there are seven.

Different communities pray the  in 
different ways. Originally everyone stood, faced 

toward Jerusalem, took three steps forward, 
put their feet together, and said all the prayers in 
the  silently without interruption. In the 
 (morning),  (afternoon), and  
(extra) services the prayer leader then repeated 
the  out loud. This did not happen in the 
evening. That is still the “traditional pattern,” 
but today many synagogues say or sing part of 

the  out loud together and do not have a 
repetition.
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The  
This  is called a sh’va. While not really a 
vowel, it is does three things in hebrew 
words.

�. When the  is under the first 
letter of a word it makes the 
sound like the “a” in the word 
“about” or the “e” in “below.”

2. Almost always, when the  isn’t 
under the first letter in a word, it 
has no sound. What the  does 
then is end a sayable word part. 
Usually the letter and the vowel 
before it combine to make up this 
word part.

3. Sometimes you will find two  
together. When you do, the first 
one is silent (and ends a word 
part) and the second one sounds 
like a  under the first letter.

Sounding Clues
• Whether it is silent or not, a  

usually ends a word part.

• Sometimes the  is combined 
with another vowel under one 
letter. here it “shortens” the 
sound of the other vowel. Most of 
the time you won’t notice.

rules ,  and 
Practice these words with look-alike letters ,  and .

  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

look-
alikes

root  
analysis

  .5

  .6

  .7



stand = 
Amidah, standing = 

page, column, pillar, lectern = 

Practice and circle all the words that contain the root .



Practice these words with a .

  .8

  .9

  .�0

  .��
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Practice these  words.

  .�

  .2

   .3

  .4

  .5

  .6 

Practice these  phrases.

   .7

  .8

  .9

  .�0

  .��

  .�2

    .�3 

Big Practice
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These words are a 
warm-up. They come from a poem 
written by King David (Psalms 51.17). It 
came from a moment when King 
David was having a lot of trouble 
knowing how to pray. Just as David 
spoke them to God as a way of 
beginning his prayer, we do the 
same.



Adonai, open up my lips and my mouth will sing Your praises.
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Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root .

            .��

            .�2 

Can you see the three letters  in these words?



You will open = 

open = 
Open! = 


root analysis

 and  ,
Practice these words that have sound-alike 
letters ,  and .

  .�

   .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

sound-alikes

It’s a Family Affair
Practice these words with the family letters  
, and .

  .6

  .7

  .8

  .9

  .�0

family letters
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Big Practice
Practice line � that  we are studying and some phrases from the .

  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

   .5

    .6

  .7

  .8

  .9

  .�0

  .��

  .�2

  .�3

   .�4
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• The  is the first prayer in the 
and the first of three “praise” . 

• The big idea of this prayer is  (the 
merit of our ancestors). This means that 
we ask God to take care of us because our 
ancestors were good people who had good 
relationships with God.

• Originally, this prayer was just about 
the , the “fathers,” , , 
and . Like many things in Judaism, 
it was “man” centered. Today many 
synagogues have added the , 
the mothers, , ,  and 
. This came as part of a growing 
understanding that all of us need 
women’s stories, too.
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rulesThe Definite Article 
Think about the meaning of the word 
“the.” It is kind of hard to define 
although we know what it really means. 
“A” thing is different from “the” thing. 
Consider the difference between being 
“a winner” and “the winner.” 

“The” is definite. That is why we call 
“the” a definite article. In hebrew we 
make “a” into “the” by adding the letter  
 as a prefix (something added to the 
beginning of the word). 

Practice these words and circle the definite articles.

  .�

  .2

  .3

Practice these words with the look-alike letters ,  and .

  .4

  .5

  .6

look-
alikes

Can you see the three letters  in these words?

Practice these words and circle all the words that contain the root .

  .7

  .8


root analysis

kindness = 
 kindness of = 
 acts of kindness = 
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  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

   .5

   .6

   .7

   .8

  .9

  .�0

  .��

  .�2

  .�3

  .�4

Big Practice
Practice these words and phrases.
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The  is:

• the second of the three praise  that begin the 
.

• called the  (the “power” prayer) (Megillah 17b).  
It talks about God’s power by describing some of the 
good things that God does for people.

• also called  (The One Who-Gives-Life-to-
the-Dead) (Brakhot 33a). In its traditional form, it is a prayer 
that centers on the idea that God is stronger than death.

The  is a place where some modern Jews have 
changed the . In the Reform  the phrase 
 is replaced by  (The One  
Who-Gives-Life-to-All). In the Reconstructionist  
 replaces these words with   
(The One Who-Gives-and-Renews Life).





 // 
 







 //
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Sometimes the  
is combined with another 

vowel under one letter. 

It can be combined with a 
 segol, and a  patah. 

The  doesn’t change  
the sound of the vowel,  
so  =  and  = . 

�6

 vs. 

  .8

  .9

  .�0

  .��

  .�2

  .�3

  .�4

 vs. 

  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

  .6

  .7

sound- 
alikes

and —Hataf Vowels rules

Practice these phrases from the Siddur. Circle every , underline every .

  .�5

  .�6

  .�7

  .�8

 / .�9

  .20

look- 
alikes
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  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

  .6

   .7

   .8

   .9

   .�0

  .��

  .�2

  .�3

  .�4

Big Practice
Practice these words and phrases.
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The  is:

• the third praise  that begins 
the .

• said silently in some congregations and 
aloud in other congregations.

• a dialogue, a back-and-forth singing or 
reading, between the congregation and the 

service leader.

• a prayer about holiness.





: 
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Can you see the three letters  in these words?

holy =

makes holy =

made us holy =

root analysis

Practice these phrases and circle the words that contain the root .

  .5

  .6

___.9 ___.8 ___.7

Write in the missing letters 
for these words that are 
built from the root .

Oh Vowels  vs.   vs. 
All of these vowels say “oh.” Practice these “Oh” words and phrases.

  .�

   .2

  .3

  .4

family letters

The Double-Duty Dot
See the word ? It seems to be missing something.  

The dot in  works as the vowel and also as the dot on the .
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  .�

  .2

  .3

   .4

  .5

   .6

    .7

   .8

   .9

   .�0

   .��

  .�2

  .�3

   .�4

Big Practice
Practice these words and phrases.
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The  is like a sandwich. On the outside are sets of — 
three praise  at the beginning and three thanksgiving 
 at the end. During the week there are thirteen petition 

(asking)  in the middle. During the week we ask God for 
the things that we need. On Shabbat we don’t do “business” 
with God. We remove these middle  and replace them 

with a Shabbat prayer.

On Shabbat we say a  called , “the 
Holiness of the Day.” This is very much like the . 
It celebrates Shabbat as an opportunity to experience 
God’s holiness and create a sense of holiness of our 
own.
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The  
The letter  can be very complicated. 
Sometimes it makes the sound of a letter, 
sometimes the sound of a vowel and 
sometimes it makes both. 

Most cases: •  says “v,” as in .
 •  says “oh,” as in .
 •  says “oo,” as in .

Except: •  says “voh,” as in  (the 
 and  merge).

 •  says “v,” as in  (the  has a 
dagesh in it).

  .7

  .8

  .9

rules

It’s a Family Affair
Practice these words with the family letters  

,  and .

  .�

  .2

   .3

  .4

   .5

   .6

family 
letters




Can you see the three letters  in these words?

Shabbat =

cease work =
(he) rested =

   .�0

   .��

Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root .

root analysis
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  .�

  .2

   .3

  .4

  .5

    .6

   .7

   .8

    .9

    .�0

  .��

  .�2

  .�3

   .�4

   .�5

    .�6

Big Practice
Practice these words and phrases.
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The  ends with three final  that are blessings of 
“thanksgiving.” These final three are said on both Shabbat and 
weekdays.  is the middle of these .

 starts with the words “.” It means 
“We are thankful to You.” These words lead us to the heart of this 

prayer: that God is the source of our lives and of all that is good 
in our lives. 

 thanks God for four things: our lives; our souls; 
the miracles in our lives; and the gifts that happen evening, 
morning and afternoon.
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Practice these words with the look-alike letters , ,  and .

  .�

   .2

  .3

look-alikes


 blessed = 
 bless (plural) = 
 the One Who is blessed = 

Practice these words and circle all the words that contain the root .

      .4

  .5

  .6

  
CLUE: 

Add the 
missing 

root letters 

 _____ .9

 ______ .�2

 _____ .8

 _____ .��

 __

___ .7

 ____ .�0

Can you see the three-letter root  in these 
words?  

root analysis
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  .�

  .2

  .3

   .4

   .5

   .6

   .7

   .8

  .9

  .�0

  .��

  .�2

  .�3

  .�4

  .�5

Big Practice
Practice these words and phrases.
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 is:

• the last of three thanksgiving  and the last  in 
the .

• a  that asks for world peace and personal inner peace.

• a prayer that has two versions.  is said in the 
morning and is said in the afternoon,  

and evening services.

When the Temple was destroyed and the  
replaced the sacrifices,  became the 
day-to-day replacement for   (the 
priestly blessing).

 ,
 

 
, 

, ,
,

 
 

 

,
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Look-Alike Letters
Practice these words that have look-alike letters.

  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

  .6

/

/

look-
alikes

/

 


Can you see the three letters  in these words?

peace  =
complete =

pay =

Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root .

   .7

   .8

   .9

   .�0

root analysis
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  .�

  .2

  .3

    .4

   .5

    .6

   .7

  .8

  .9

  .�0

   .��

  .�2

   .�3

  .�4

Big Practice
Practice these words and phrases.
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 is found both at 
the end of the  (a prayer 
that says that God is holy) 
and as part of , the 
long set of blessings said after 
eating. The , the silent 
prayer, ends with . 
Peace is the most important 
blessing we can receive. 
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 vs. 
Practice these words. Be careful not to confuse 
the  and the . 

  .5

  .6

  .7

  .8

 vs. 
Practice these words. Be careful not to confuse 
the  and the . 

  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

look- 
alikes

family 
letters




Can you see the three letters  in these words? Sometimes the  drops out.

make = 

he will make = 
your makings = 

Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root .

  .9

    .�0

  .��

   .�2

  .�3

 , .�4

root analysis
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  .� 

  .2

   .3

  .4

  .5

  .6

  .7

  .8

   .9

   .�0

    .��

    .�2

  .�3

  .�4

   .�5

Final Big Practice
Practice these phrases from the .
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